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Quantum phase difference is used to analyze which-path detectors in which the loss of interfer
predicted by complementarity cannot be attributed to classical momentum transfer between
interfering particle and the measuring apparatus. It is shown that the dynamics of the measure
disturbs the interference via random classical phase shifts. [S0031-9007(98)07560-7]
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Double-slit interferometers provide perhaps the sim
plest example in which the coherent addition of quantu
probability amplitudes leads to interference, and supp
an excellent illustration of complementarity: if a “which
path” detector is inserted in order to determine the pa
taken by the particle within the interferometer, the inte
ference is necessarily destroyed.

From a dynamical point of view, it is natural to con
sider this destruction of interference as a consequence
the perturbation of the interfering beams induced by t
interaction with the quantum apparatus. In all of the cla
sic examples, the disturbance is somehow uncontrolla
random momentum transfer [1,2]. In addition to a los
of coherence, the exchange of momentum also causes
broadening of the single-slit diffraction pattern.

However, a which-path measurement has been p
sented by Scully, Englert, and Walther [3], where th
interference is lost seemingly without momentum tran
fer or any other alteration of the wave functions of th
interfering paths. This would be supported by the a
sence of any broadening of the diffraction pattern. A
further evidence of the lack of alteration, it has bee
shown that a quantum eraser can be devised which allo
an interference pattern of high visibility to be extracte
from within a featureless pattern if a suitable measur
ment is made on the path detector which erases the p
information.

This intriguing novelty has been followed by a vivid
and enlightening debate on the connections betwe
complementarity, uncertainty relations, and momentu
transfer [1,2,4,5].
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Recently, this situation has been readdressed by c
sidering that quantum mechanics allows different defin
tions of what constitutes a random momentum kick [2,5
In particular, it seems possible to discriminate betwe
classical and quantum momentum transfer: if the partic
experiences random classical momentum kicks its outp
momentum probability distributionPobspd results from
the convolution of the initial onePspd with a probabil-
ity distributionVspd of momentum transfer:

Pobspd 
Z

dp0 Psp 2 p0dVsp0d . (1)

This definition fits properly with our classical intuition
and leads to the broadening of the single-slit diffractio
pattern (unless the slits have zero width, in which ca
there cannot be further broadening).

On the other hand, a quantum transfer involves the co
volution of momentum amplitudes instead of probabil
ties. Quantum kicks can destroy the interference witho
modifying the diffraction pattern. However, they lack th
simple classical picture that Eq. (1) provides.

In this Letter we present a new approach that reconci
the loss of interference with the notion of classica
randomization expressed in Eq. (1). To this end, t
analysis of the phenomenon in terms of momentu
is precluded and another dynamical variable must
used. It can be expected that the mechanisms wh
enforce complementarity may vary from one experimen
situation to another. Thus detection schemes such as
one introduced in Ref. [3] suggest the investigation
other disturbing agents different from momentum transfe
© 1998 The American Physical Society 4031
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In this regard, phase difference is distinguished
the central tool in solving and understanding classic
interference problems. A full quantum analysis of th
problem in terms of the phase difference needs a quant
description of this variable. Although this issue ma
encounter some difficulties, currently there are adequ
and useful solutions [6]. This will allow us to examine
how this variable transforms due to the interaction an
whether such a transformation is the result of rando
classical phase shifts.

Let us begin our analysis by considering a double-s
arrangement in which the two paths for the interfering pa
ticle are represented by the normalized vectorsjc1l and
jc2l. For definiteness, we assume the problem to be o
dimensional, andc1sxd andc2sxd will denote the position
wave functions on the corresponding aperture. The tw
apertures are taken to be identical and spacedd apart in
thex direction so thatc2sxd  c1sx 1 dd, which implies
that c̃2spd  eipdy h̄c̃1spd in the transverse-momentum
representation. Since the two apertures do not overl
we havekc1 j c2l  0.

In the absence of any path detector, the most gene
pure state for the interfering particle in the Hilbert spac
of the systemHs can be written as

jcl  cossuy2d jc1l 1 sinsuy2deifjc2l . (2)

The parameteru gives the probability of each path, and
f is the relative phase. The interference is recorded
a distant screen such that the position pattern on it
equivalent to the momentum distribution ofjcl on the
plane of the apertures,

Pspd  jc̃1spdj2f1 1 sinu cosspdyh̄ 1 fdg . (3)

In this expressionjc̃1spdj2 is the single-aperture diffrac-
tion pattern. If, as usual,jc̃1spdj2 is a slowly varying
function ofp, the visibility of the fringes isV  sinu.

The observation of the trajectory requires the u
of auxiliary degrees of freedom. The system-appara
interaction is represented by a unitary transformationU
acting onHs ≠ Ha, whereHa is the Hilbert space of
the apparatus.

We are interested in detection schemes in which the
is at least one initial state of the apparatusjAl such that
the system-apparatus coupling does not modify the wa
function associated with the particle passing through
single slit, which means thatUjcjl jAl  jcjl jAjl.

When the unobserved state of the particle is given
Eq. (2), the final state after the interaction is

Ujcl jAl  cossuy2d jc1l jA1l 1 sinsuy2deifjc2l jA2l .

(4)

If the final state of the apparatus is not measured, we ha
the following after the interaction:
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Pobspd  jc̃1spdj2f1 1 sinujkA1 j A2lj

3 cosspdyh̄ 1 f 1 ddg , (5)

whered  argkA1 j A2l. The interaction effectively does
not modify the diffraction pattern in any case, which
still given by jc̃1spdj2. However, the fringe visibility has
changed toVob  jkA1 j A2ljV , which is less than or
equal to the visibilityV .

The loss of visibility is related to the performance o
the path detection, which depends on the inner prod
kA1 j A2l. The lesser the value ofkA1 j A2l, the better
the accuracy that is achievable. Optimum path detect
occurs whenkA1 j A2l  0, since in this case the state
of the apparatus are perfectly distinguishable and the p
followed can be discriminated unambiguously. Therefo
Vob  0 and the interference is completely lost.

Whenever the single-slit diffraction pattern is not mo
ified, the degradation of the interference cannot be
plained in terms of random classical momentum kick
Since in Eq. (3) neitherjc̃1spdj2 nor the path probability
u are modified by the observation, we can conclude t
the interaction with the apparatus will modify the pha
differencef between the interfering paths (we are al
excluding the possibility of any modification of the sep
ration d of the apertures). In order to translate this re
soning into quantitative relations, a quantum descripti
of this dynamical variable is necessary.

The effective system spaceHs is always two dimen-
sional because we focus only on meaningful runs, wh
the particle actually goes through the slits. Moreover, t
observation arrangements we are considering do not m
ify the dependence onx of the wave functionsc1sxd and
c2sxd, so that no other vectors are necessary to desc
the interfering particle, even after the interaction. In the
conditions, it is possible to describe the phase-differen
variable (we shall denote it byw) by using the positive-
operator measure

Dswd 
1

2p
fjc1l kc1j 1 jc2l kc2j 1 e2iwjc1l kc2j

1 eiwjc2l kc1jg , (6)

wherew can take any value in a2p interval [7]. This
defines a probability distribution for the phase differen
as Pswd  trfrDswdg, wherer is the density matrix of
the system.

For the unobserved state (2), we have

Pswd 
1

2p
f1 1 sinu cossw 2 fdg , (7)

which is centered onf, while, for the observed state (4)
we have

Pobswd 
1

2p
f1 1 sinujkA1 j A2lj cossw 2 f 2 ddg ,

(8)
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which is centered onf 1 d. The probability distribution
after the interaction (8) is broader than (7). This can
shown using the dispersion

D2  1 2 jkeiwlj2  12

É Z
dw eiwPswd

É2
,

(9)

which provides a suitable measure of the phase unc
tainty [8]. The quantityjkeiwlj is directly related to the
visibility of the interference fringes: for the unobserve
case we havejkeiwlj  V y2, while after the interaction
jkeiwlobj  Voby2. In consequence, larger phase unce
tainty means lesser visibility, as expected.

The explicit form of the probability distributions (7)
and (8) allows us to examine whether the broadeni
of Pobswd is the result of random classical phase kick
performed on the initialPswd in a form analogous to (1).
In fact, this is the case, since

Pobswd 
Z

dw0 Psw 2 w0dVsw0d , (10)

provided thatVswd is real andZ
dw eiwVswd  kA1 j A2l . (11)

This condition is compatible with normalization and th
natural constraintVswd $ 0, as the following particular
example demonstrates:

Vswd 
1

2p
s1 2 jkA1jA2lj2d

É X̀
n0

kA1 j A2lne2inw

É2
.

(12)

These relations show that increasing the accuracy
the observation implies the convolution ofPswd with a
broader Vswd, leading to aPobswd with larger phase
uncertainty. This in turn implies lesser visibility of the
interference fringes. In other words, complementarity
dynamically enforced by the phase-difference uncertain
introduced by the interaction with the quantum apparatu
Moreover, the phase randomization has precisely the fo
of random classical phase kicks. Phase difference, unl
momentum, provides a classical and simple dynamic
picture of the degradation of interference predicted b
complementarity.

Why the phase difference, instead of momentum, is t
variable that experiences a classical randomization can
understood from the peculiarities of this kind of observ
tion. The detection schemes we are considering canno
regarded as measurement of the position of the interf
ing particle (leaving aside the case of apertures with ze
width). Position measurements are usually described
couplings of the formU  expsixBd, whereB is an ob-
servable depending on variables of the apparatus. If t
was the case, the momentum of the particle will experien
a transformation of the form (1). Instead of position, wh
is actually measured is just the observable described by
be
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projection measureLj  jcjl kcjj. Then, the observable
we can expect to be directly and unavoidably disturbed b
observation is not momentum but the observable compl
mentary toLj that is the phase difference. Let us note
that trfDswdLjg  1ys2pd, as expected for complemen-
tary observables.

There is another way to arrive at the classical random
ization expressed by the convolution (10) that provides a
explicit form for Vswd. The statesjA1l and jA2l can al-
ways be written asV1jAl and V2jAl, respectively, where
V1 andV2 are unitary operators acting onHa. Provided
that the initial state of the apparatus isjAl, we can con-
sider the following form forU:

U  L1V1 1 L2V2 , (13)

and compute howDswd transforms under the system-
apparatus interaction,

UyDswdU 
1

2p
sjc1l kc1j 1 jc2l kc2j 1 e2iwV

y
1 V2jc1l

3 kc2j 1 eiwV
y
2 V1jc2l kc1jd . (14)

SinceV
y
1 V2 is unitary, it can be regarded as the complex

exponential of a Hermitian operator, so that the obse
vation shiftsw by a quantity depending on variables of
the apparatus. To be more specific we can introduce th
eigenstates ofV

y
1 V2 as

V
y
1 V2jjl  eijjjl . (15)

With the help of these states, we have

Pobswd 
Z

dj Psw 2 jdP sjd , (16)

where P sjd  jkj j Alj2. We have assumed, without
loss of generality, a continuous range of variation forj.
The transformation (16) has the same form (10) andP sjd
satisfies condition (11).

This function P sjd was introduced previously as a
probability distribution for the phase difference [9]. Here,
we have shown that this is in fact a probability distribution
of phase shifts entering in the classical randomizatio
expressed by Eq. (10).

To illustrate these results we can describe in mor
detail the practical two-slit arrangement introduced by
Scully, Englert, and Walther [3], where the interfering
particle is an excited Rydberg atom (Fig. 1). Two identica
microwave cavitiesC1 andC2, initially empty, are placed
in front of the slits. The path followed can be detected i
the atom deexcites, depositing a photon in one of them.
this example the apparatus involves two internal states
the atom (excitedjel and groundjgl) and the field state in
the cavities. The initial state of the apparatus isjAl 
j0, 0l jel, where jn1, n2l are the corresponding photon
number states. We assume that the width of the slits
small enough in comparison with the wavelength of the
4033
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FIG. 1. A double-slit interferometer for atoms with pat
detection. The microwave cavities are initially empty and act
which-path detectors if the atom deexcites depositing a pho
in one of them.

field modes, so that the deflection of the atom is negligib
[i.e., the wave functionscjsxd are not modified]. In such
a case, the atom-field interaction within each cavity c
be described by the HamiltoniansHj  lh̄sjgl keja

y
j 1

jel kgjajd (j  1, 2), whereaj anda
y
j are the annihilation

and creation operators for the corresponding field mod
and l is a coupling constant. The final state after th
interaction is of the form (4) with

jA1l  cossltd j0, 0l jel 2 i sinsltd j1, 0l jgl ,

jA2l  cossltd j0, 0l jel 2 i sinsltd j0, 1l jgl ,
(17)

where t is the time of passage through the cavities.
this example we havekA1 j A2l  cos2sltd. Then both
the fringe visibility and the efficiency of the path detectio
depend on the interaction time. The efficiency varies b
cause there is a probability cos2sltd that the atom crosses
the cavities without depositing the photon. When th
happens the path followed cannot be inferred. Optimu
path detection occurs provided that cossltd  0.

In Fig. 2 we have representedPobswd as a func-
tion of w and lt, for u  py2 and f  0. For the
initial state of the apparatusj0, 0l jel there are only
three possible values for the phase shift:j  0, 6j0,
with cossj0d  sc2 1 2c 2 1dy2, andc  cossltd. The
corresponding probabilities areP s0d  s1 2 cdys3 1 cd
and P s6j0d  s1 1 cdys3 1 cd. In the optimum case

FIG. 2. Probability distribution for the phase difference as
function of the adimensional timelt spent by the atom within
the cavities foru  py2 andf  0.
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lt  py2, these phase shifts arej  0, 62py3, with
equal probabilities, which leads to a completely rando
phase differencePobswd  1ys2pd, and the interference
is completely washed out.

Although the phase difference experiences a class
randomization, this variable also allows for a simp
explanation of the erasure of the path information, whi
leads to the retrieval of the interference. A patte
of high visibility can be recovered if the interferenc
records are classified according to the outcomes o
suitable measurement made on the apparatus. Suc
measurement must provide no information about the p
followed by the particle [3]. For example, this happe
when the statistics of the measurement is governed
the vectorsjj̄l  V2jjl. In such a case, we havejkj̄ j
A1lj  jkj̄ j A2lj  jkj j Alj.

To analyze the erasure in terms of the phase differen
we can consider a joint probability distribution forw and
j after the interactionPobsw, jd  Psw 2 jdP sjd. If
the outcomesj are discarded, we must integrate inj,
which leads to Eq. (16) and the consequences alre
examined. On the other hand, if the outcomes are
discarded, we get a conditional probability distributio
Pobsw j jd, associated with eachj, of the formPobsw j
jd  Psw 2 jd, which corresponds to an interferenc
pattern shifted byj and having the maximum visibility
allowed by the initial state (2). Because of the quantu
nature of the apparatus, the loss of interference need
be irreversible.

In summary, we have shown that the loss of interfe
ence may be explained in terms of a classical random
tion of the phase difference. This is clearly compatib
with the absence of broadening of the diffraction patte
while the effect on the interference is indistinguishab
from classical momentum kicks. The phase difference c
be significantly disturbed even if there is neither ener
nor momentum exchange between the interfering sys
and the apparatus.

While the phase difference has a clear classical co
terpart when dealing with electromagnetic field modes,
situations involving matter it could be viewed as a va
able of quantum origin, since it enters via the superposit
principle underlying quantum phenomena. This mea
that the possibility of describing the loss of interference
a classical randomization of the phase difference does
contradict the fact that the detection arrangements stud
in this work are in fact full of quantum features.
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